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Igniting Boundless Leadership.
Building The Talent Pipeline.
Created to help Latinas banish self-doubt and break self-imposed barriers, 
Proud To Be Latina is a personal and professional development network that educates, 
empowers and encourages Latinas to rise to their full potential.

From providing a forum where Latinas can connect, to offering strategies for personal 
and professional advancement, Proud To Be Latina offers knowledge-based programs 
to help Latinas reach the highest levels of success and make an impact in their 
organizations and communities. 

The Proud To Be Latina Difference
Experienced Leadership. Consistent Programming. 
Our strategy is developed by active, engaged and experienced leaders who are 
committed to reaching back. Programs are held monthly, quarterly and yearly, in 
person and virtually, offering our community of professionals caliber leadership 
training, and the opportunity to Build A Network That Matters.

Learn more at proudtobelatina.com



Offering Dynamic
Programs With Impact
Latina EmPowerment Conference
Not just a conference. An experience! A full day action-driven event dedicated to helping
Latinas achieve their personal and professional aspirations. Participants receive top leadership 
and professional development training, hear from successful leaders, network with regional and
national professionals, and receive complimentary coaching and professional headshots. 
Participants leave transformed and elevated!

Emerge: Professional & Personal Elevation Program
In this dynamic elevation program, we work with individuals, groups and organizations to develop effective, visionary and 
agile leaders who are ready to lead at the next level. The immersive six-module program combines discussions, discovery 
exercises, presentations, guest speakers and grounded research to help individuals apply disruptive, yet effective leadership
principals that help them move towards a clear, committed and consistent plan for goal execution. Our goal: To ignite 
boundless leadership and transform individuals into agile leaders who can more broadly contribute to their ongoing 
success, and that of their organizations.

EmPowered Latinas Connect
A unique platform where participants expand and strengthen their network, meet other like-minded leaders from various 
industries and engage in robust panel discussions with trailblazing professionals.

EmPower Hour
Poignant, relevant, virtual, yet intimate monthly conference calls designed to provide robust tools for growth. Participants 
have an opportunity to engage with thought leaders and industry experts who share their insight, practical advice and 
nuggets of knowledge.

Latina Executive Magazine
A publication that celebrates the multi-dimensional Latina. The publication draws from the experience of established 
leaders in an effort to create a platform for sharing, learning and growing.

Sponsored, Supported & Featured.
Our mission to ignite the next generation of Boundless Leadership is supported and sponsored by these caliber organizations. We 
thank them for their support, leadership, and commitment to the Latina community.
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